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Executive Summary
This report describes and details:

● The implementation of the +CityxChange demo project Seamless eMobility including
an eMaaS scheme with V2G integration in Trondheim

● The different actors involved, their roles and responsibilities, vehicles deployed, and
mobility options integrated

● The wide array of agreements needed for implementing a scheme like this, the full
mobility solution deployed

● Scaling and replication on a short and longer time scale
● Important experiences and learning points

The EV sharing scheme with EVs utilising V2G charging part of the Seamless eMobility
demonstrator is a core and innovative part of the whole +CityxChange project in
Trondheim. It connects in addition the mobility co-project with all energy projects (PEB,
Local Flexibility Market, Deployment of the Energy Trading Platform). Discharging of the EVs
will contribute with energy, capacity, and flexibility to the local markets and PEBs at Sluppen
and Brattøra, and the EVs may perform opportunistic charging - when electricity prices are
low, and for instance when locally produced electricity is available at favourable prices. The
EV batteries will in addition function as local power banks, with both energy (kWh) and
capacity (kW) available for the local buildings and energy consumers (e.g. heat pumps and
HVAC systems). Especially for the EV sharing company this may boost the business case,
contribute to establishing new business models, and increase the cash flow. When such
schemes are scaled up and hubs will include a large number of EVs (as little as 5-10 EVs per
hub with 40-80 kWh battery packages are sufficient), value for the local energy ecosystems
and markets will increase largely, of course depending on national frame conditions and
legislation on sharing of electricity between individual actors.

Based on the Seamless eMobility system developed by +CityxChange partner FourC , the1

backend as well as the frontend was further developed as part of the +CityxChange
co-project (Task 5.8) Seamless eMobility to include el-scooters (3 providers), Trondheim City
Bike, 2 more car sharing actors in addition to ABG, all public transportation in Trøndelag
County including ferries and trains - also including national and international train
connections, Airport Shuttle Bus, Avis Budget Group rental cars, and taxi (one company).
The FourC backend is a functioning MaaS platform as of today, although not a full-scale
platform since booking and payment is not included yet. There is a clear goal on developing
the platform and extending the functionalities into a full-scale platform.

In order to have a commercially viable frontend and an app with high potential for
attracting a large number of users that contribute to move mobility from personal car use
to shared, green, and public transportation, a specific brand - Mobee - including a brand2

strategy was developed. The Mobee app displays the mobility modes listed above in
realtime around your present location. There are no booking and payment options

2 Mobee on web - https://mobee.no/
1 +CxC D2.5: Seamless eMobility system including user interface
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available in the Mobee app at present; users still need to enter the different providers’
atmospheres in order to book and pay. The Mobee brand is owned and managed by TK.
The fact that the municipality and not one of the private partners and actors own the app
and brand, has already proven to be a successfactor for the Seamless Mobility scheme. It is
a goal to develop the Mobee app further during the project and beyond, including work to
include booking and payment integration.

The Seamless eMobility scheme in Trondheim consists of two main solutions: A MaaS
solution including a large variety and number of mobility modes, and an EV sharing solution
with V2G integration that also serves as an integral part of a local energy and flexibility
market. The prevailing development of Mobee and full scale MaaS products are far beyond
the original scope and project aims.

Trondheim municipality has recently made 15 shared fleet vehicles available to the public,
located in the city centre. The vehicles are integrated and offered over the Mobee app as
well. Additional mobility providers and their mobility services and modes will be included in
Mobee during the project. These are examples of the continuous scaling and replication
that is occuring as part of the Seamless eMobility project, which will extend throughout the
course of the project.

A substantial number of actors and companies need to be involved in deploying and
operating an EV sharing scheme as set up in Trondheim. Actors in the scheme in
Trondheim and their roles, responsibilities, contributions, and the necessary agreements
and contracts needed for such a scheme, are described in detail. Involving the local,
municipally owned joint stock parking company Trondheim Parking AS and PaaS (Parking as
a Service) proved to be important in order to cover all crucial functions and to have a viable
scheme, also in commercial terms. Engagement from and involvement of the property
owners where the EV sharing hubs were established, was also a successfactor for the
project.

At present 7 shared EVs are put into operation - two at Brattøra and 5 at Sluppen, with the
remaining 13 expected as part of the local scale-up. Two V2G EV chargers are in operation,
one at each of Brattøra and Sluppen, the remaining are smart 1-way chargers. The reduced
rollout of EVs is due to the pandemic and uncertain market opportunities. TK and ABG will
work continuously to increase the number of shared EVs during the remaining part of the
project (until end of 2023). Originally there was a defined geographic zone of which the
demonstration project vehicles were to be situated (+CityxChange demonstration district of
Knowledge Axis). Due to lack of accessibility to EV chargers, few low cost parking spaces and
an immature market in the defined zone, the area was expanded to include the city of
Trondheim and the stretch from the city centre up to the TrondheimVærnes Airport.

TK has - together with partners - already started scaling and replication of the mobility
project and measures in Trondheim, and will strongly increase these activities in the near
future and on a longer time scale. This includes scaling on a local and regional scale with TK
at the wheel. Scaling and replication at a national and international scale is an ambition, but
then led and driven by commercial partners and actors.

D5.13: +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration, v.05 5
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1 Introduction
The Seamless eMobility project builds upon the development of the +CityxChange Seamless
eMobility platform/backend software solution, a functional POC eMaaS system, and a
demonstration level end user Android app displaying available mobility modes in real-time,
described in the +CityxChange report and formal deliverable D2.5, Seamless eMobility
system including user interface.

The report D5.13 - +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration - describes and details the work
performed in the +CityxChange project co-project (task/T) 5.8, Seamless eMobility. The main
deliverable from T5.8 is the Seamless eMobility demonstrator, not the report itself.
The report details necessary further development work related to the 4C mobility backend
and app (D2.5), the preparing for and actual implementation of the Seamless eMobility
scheme, lessons learned so far, and already happening and planned upscaling and
replication actions.

The Seamless eMobility case and solution will be operated and further developed
throughout the prevailing project period until the end of 2023. Work is already initiated in
order to have the continuously extended scheme operating on fully commercial conditions
after 2023.

The name Zipcar is used extensively in the report. Zipcar is not an individual company, but
the car sharing brand of Avis Budget Group (ABG).

1.1 Background
Trondheim has several preconditions in place to have success on shared mobility and
eMaaS; a variety of important preconditions are listed below:

● Through Greener Trondheim (Green Package for Transport) Trondheim and3

surrounding municipalities, Trøndelag region, Norwegian Public roads
Administration, The Norwegian Railway Directorate, and others are implementing
several hundred projects comprising infrastructure for public transportation,
walking and cycling. Between 2010 and 2029 €2.7 billion will be used for measures

● Through a series of measures, the share of car travels are 57%, slowly decreasing
since 2013/2014

● Trondheim and Trøndelag strongly strengthened its public transportation system
and number of departures in August 2019, and has recently upgraded its real time
information system. The whole bus fleet is fossil-free (electricity, biogas, and 2.
generation biodiesel)

● Trondheim has several politically adapted goals with strong significance for mobility
and transportation, such as:

○ A greenhouse gas emission reduction target of 80% in 2030 compared to a
1991 baseline

3 Miljøpakken - https://miljopakken.no/
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○ Action plans for reduction of particulate matter (PM) and vehicle exhaust
emissions

○ Strict parking norms, especially for central areas of the city, anchored in the
Area/Spatial master plan

○ A goal of converting 300 car parking spaces into parking spaces for shared
cars

○ Trondheim municipality shall be a good role model for the city and its
citizens and companies, in areas such as transforming its vehicle fleet from
fossil to renewable energy

● Trondheim municipality has one dedicated department only working on mobility
and transportation, with a solid mandate to work for shifting mobility in a greener
direction

● Norway as a whole, Trondheim included, has a high degree of penetration of EVs,
both private and corporate vehicles, and a substantial charging infrastructure
available for the public. Q1 2022 sales statistics for Norway show that 83% of all new
private, personal cars sold are battery electric .4

● The city of Trondheim is very compact, with small distances across the city; in favour
of cycling, walking, micromobility, etc.

● The number of companies providing car sharing services and the number of
available shared cars are strongly increasing in Trondheim.

Commercial car sharing in Trondheim has mainly been dominated by one single company
up till recently. It is only during the last couple of years that more car sharing companies
have started operation in Trondheim. Today somewhere around 7 companies operate, with
a total of around 300 vehicles. We have, however, not seen a more extensive penetration of
car sharing in Trondheim, although both the public sector and several private actors are
facilitating, promoting, and running sharing schemes. Growing focus on sustainability,
climate/environment issues, and circularity are, together with strict parking norms and
regulations, important drivers for more use of shared mobility solutions.

1.2 Objectives and goals
● Prepare for and implement a scheme for the demonstration of the +CityxChange

Seamless eMobility scheme including a wide variety of mobility modes
● Develop the +CityxChange mobility platform into a full-scale MaaS platform
● Develop and demonstrate an app for both Android and iOS displaying all the

available mobility alternatives included in the project in real time
● Implement V2G integration as part of the shared EV scheme and as integral part of

the PEBs and local energy markets
● Further develop the business case and business model for EV sharing in order to

obtain a commercially viable solution

The Seamless eMobility case will contribute to impact on 14 of the total 33 KPIs for the
project. KPIs in this context cover emission related KPIs, investment and finance related, but

4 https://ofv.no/aktuelt/2022/elbilandelen-n%C3%A5r-nye-h%C3%B8yder-tross-leveringsutfordringer
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also energy related KPIs. According to calculated impacts for the +CityxChange project,
shifts from fossil to soft and green mobility have higher potential impacts on emission
reductions than energy/building interventions. Relevant KPIs for Seamless eMobility and
how this demonstrator will contribute to the KPI impacts are detailed in Annex.

1.3 Seamless eMobility demonstration project and related
co-projects
The mobility project and demonstrator is strongly interconnected with, dependent on, and
provides crucial inputs to other +CityxChange co-projects (tasks) in Trondheim, shown in
figure 1.1 and described in more detail below.

Figure 1.1. Co-project dependencies and interdependencies for the Trondheim Seamless eMobility
demonstrator.

The Seamless eMobility project (T5.8) will, through V2G charging, be part of the local PEB
(T5.6), and need due to the Trondheim scope to interact with the energy trading solution
(T5.9) and the Local Flexibility Market (T5.10). The possibility of trading energy to/from EV
batteries in the local markets is an important part of the mobility case in Trondheim.
Whether/to what extent V2G and trading improves the business model for EV sharing is an
essential part of the project. This will be analysed and developed in the Sustainable
Investments and business model co-project (T5.11). The Seamless eMobility case and
outcomes themselves will be further examined and developed in the Scaling-up/
Replication/Exploitation work package of the +CityxChange project (WP8). Important inputs
(data, results, outcomes) for this part of the work will also come from the T5.11 co-project.

1.4 Deviations from and adaptations to planned scope and
content
Several deviations and adaptations from the +CityxChange Grant Agreement Description of
Action concerning +CityxChange Seamless eMobility (Task 5.8) happened. Some activities,
subtasks, and measures were not possible to perform fully as described, and some of them
needed changes and/or adaptations or tuning. In some cases the actual delivery and

D5.13: +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration, v.05 8
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activities within Project/Task 5.8 are extending far beyond the original plans, providing a far
more advanced and extensive mobility solution and scheme than planned. The deviations
and adaptations are listed and detailed in table 1.1.

Table 1.1. Seamless eMobility demonstration project deviations (D) from and adaptations (A) to Grant
Agreement.

Original plan D / A Detailing

10 E-bikes at each of Sluppen and
Brattøra to be part of the scheme

D E-bikes were not possible to implement as part
of the scheme. ABG decided not to have
E-bikes as part of their sharing portfolio, and
the economic situation for ABG as a
consequence of the pandemic restricted
possibilities to work for extending with E-bikes

Slower upscaling than planned D Per April 30. 7 shared EVs are in operation (2
at Brattøra and 5 at Sluppen); original plan and
commitment is 10 shared EVs at each of
Brattøra and Sluppen. A slower scaling is due
to the pandemic, and a tough economic
situation for ABG and few people at work in
the demo area buildings. In general the
pandemic made car sharing extremely difficult
to roll out and attract customers.
There is a concrete plan and commitment from
ABG to scale to the planned 10+10 shared EVs
by the end of 2022.

Optimal/Suboptimal EV charging
according to energy prices etc.

D Not able to implement for now due to
restrictions in trading software systems. Will be
sought to develop and implement during the
remaining course of the project

Only EV sharing scheme including public
transportation available over the
mobility app

A The scheme is by April 2022 strongly upscaled,
with a total of 13 mobility modes displayed on
the app

EV sharing scheme at Sluppen
connected to PEB anchor building
Sluppenvegen 17B (Stålgården)

A Shared EVs connected to Sluppenvegen 25,
not a PEB building. However, the EV chargers
are fully connected to the local grid enabling
both contributions to the PEB and the local
energy market, in line with plans

Scheme implemented at Sluppen, then
using the experiences from that
implementation for the implementation
at Brattøra

A 1-way EV chargers were already in place to be
initially used for the scheme at Brattøra, and
the local energy system and energy
management system there was ready for
installing and integrating the V2G charger.
Therefore the installations and integrations
were performed at Brattøra first

EV chargers owned and operated by
ABG

A ABG policy on not owning and operating
charging infrastructure for their sharing
schemes. Role taken by Trondheim Parking
(see also Section 2)

D5.13: +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration, v.05 9
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EV chargers to be installed by ABB A Only the V2G chargers are ABB chargers. For
practical purposes, specific electrical
Entrepreneurs were chosen for the
installations. Chargers were procured outside
of the project funding and needed to align with
existing building controllers and procurement
policies.

POW to ensure integration of V2G A Responsibility and job being done by ABB and
TE in collaboration, as these are performing
physical installations/integrations, and running
the energy platform, respectively

Limited eMaaS backend/platform to be
implemented

A A full scale MaaS platform/backend developed
and implemented, to be made available as a
commercial solution to the public

Fairly simple mobility app/frontend A More advanced implementation. An individual
brand - Mobee - for the app and mobility
solution is developed including a complete
brand strategy and brand book. App is
developed for Android, iOS and web.

D5.13: +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration, v.05 10
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2 Actor roles and responsibilities
The +CityxChange co-project Seamless eMobility (T5.8) ended up growing beyond the
original scope and content of the task. In order to deliver a demonstrator according to the
revised and more comprehensive scope, more contributors were onboarded. In addition to
the 6 original official +CxC partners in project T5.8, 11 contributors/providers have
performed and will perform work in the Seamless eMobility demonstrator. Also, two other
official +CxC partners - R Kjeldsberg - RK, IOTA Foundation - originally not expected to
perform work in the task, have contributed. Lastly, some Seamless eMobility +CityxChange
contributors have increased their contributions, and have performed more work than
described in the +CityxChange EU Grant Agreement Description of Action. Roles and
responsibilities for the different contributors are summarised in table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Roles and responsibilities of involved actors in the eMaaS scheme in Trondheim. Table also
displays whether the actor is a +CityxChange beneficiary (B) with direct contributions for the project
and/or a partner for External integration (E).

+CxC relation

Actor Role / Responsibility B E

FourC (4C) Official +CxC beneficiary.
Leading and coordinating the MaaS
development work.
Developed MaaS backend, web, Android, and
iOS mobility applications.
Performing work on communication/outreach.

X

Avis Budget Group
(ABG)

Official +CxC beneficiary.
Project Lead for T5.8 - the Seamless eMobility
project, including main coordination.
Project responsible for inclusion and
implementation of Zipcar shared EVs.
Market and communication work.

X

Trondheim
Municipality (TK)

Official +CxC beneficiary.
Co-coordinating the task work w/ABG.
Procuring the V2G chargers.
Market and communication work. Leading and
coordinating the main and overall promotion
and communication work in addition to
practical communication activities and actions.
Will lead the integration of +CxC mobility
scheme with city measures on mobility and
delivery on relevant plans.

X

ABB Official +CxC beneficiary. X

D5.13: +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration, v.05 11
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Set up solution for and de facto integration of
1- and 2-way chargers in the main integration
system.
Manufacture and provide V2G chargers.

IOTA Official +CxC beneficiary.
Creating the proof-of-location log module for
the MaaS solution, in addition to a PoC
multimodal mobility app using IOTA as
payment.

X

AtB (ATB) Official +CxC beneficiary.
Facilitating inclusion and integration of public
transportation data into the backend
WIll contribute with important data for KPI
calculations.

X

R Kjeldsberg (RK) Official +CxC beneficiary.
Building and parking space owner Sluppen, w/P
space Sluppenvegen 25 housing one eMaaS
hub.
Facilitating establishment of the hub and
charging infrastructure.
Market and communication work.

X

Volue (POW) Contribute in the actual set-up of solution for
data flows and -feeds.

X

Trønderenergi (TE) Contribute in the actual set-up of solution for
data flows and -feeds.
Note: TE work on coding V2G charging and
inclusion of it in the Local Energy and Flexibility
is done as part of +CityxChange co-project
T5.10.

X

Fleetstep Taken over as tech provider for MoveAbout
(not +CxC partner).
Mobility platform provider and responsible for
technical platform for Zipcar application.
Technical provider for car share and all EV data,
APIs, and relevant API integration to the
mobility backend.

X

Entra Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Building and parking space owner Brattøra,
w/PEB building Powerhouse housing one
eMaaS hub.
Facilitating establishment of the hub.
Manage and operate both 1- and 2-way
chargers at Brattøra. Owns the 1-way chargers.
Market and communication work.

X

D5.13: +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration, v.05 12
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Trondheim Parking
as

Collaborator (not +CxC partner).
Manage and operate Parking spaces for eMaas
hubs Brattøra and Sluppen.
Procuring and operating 4 pcs. 1-way chargers
for Sluppen, operating the V2G charger at
Sluppen including first line service on EV
chargers (issues, errors, etc.).

X

Trondheim City Bike Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Mobility provider - city bikes
Providing digital interfaces including APIs for
integration of their real-time data into the MaaS
backend. Contribute in the actual data
integration.

X

TIER Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Mobility provider - el-scooters
Providing digital interfaces including APIs for
integration of their real-time data into the MaaS
backend. Contribute in the actual data
integration.
Market and communication work.

X

VOI Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Mobility provider - el-scooters
Providing digital interfaces including APIs for
integration of their real-time data into the MaaS
backend. Contribute in the actual data
integration.
Market and communication work.

X

Zvipp Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Mobility provider - el-scooters
Providing digital interfaces including APIs for
integration of their real-time data into the MaaS
backend. Contribute in the actual data
integration.

X

Ryde5 X

Trøndertaxi Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Mobility provider - taxi integration
Providing digital interfaces including APIs for
integration of their real-time data into the MaaS
backend. Contribute in the actual data
integration.

X

Unibuss Express Collaborator (not +CxC partner). X

5 El-scooter company Zvipp lost its concession for operation in Trondheim March 2022 to Ryde.
Zvipp scooters were integrated in the backend and offered in the Mobee app. Uncertain but likely at
present that new provider Ryde can provide data and want to do so.

D5.13: +Trondheim eMaaS Demonstration, v.05 13
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Mobility provider - Airport Express Bus under
the brand name “VærnesEkspressen”.
Providing digital interfaces including APIs for
integration of their real-time data into the MaaS
backend. Contribute in the actual data
integration.

SJ Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Mobility provider - local, regional, and
international trains
Providing digital interfaces including APIs for
integration of their real-time data into the MaaS
backend. Contribute in the actual data
integration.

X

Entur Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
National Access Point for public transport open
data and national travel planner.

X

External consultant Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Develop Mobee brand and brand strategy
Design work and sparring partner for 4C for
designing and development of apps (Android +
web)

X

External design
studio

Collaborator (not +CxC partner)
Develop and design the Mobee brand, and
brand material for the project, web pages, and
Instagram

X

FourC
With the decision on a more professional and publicly available frontend, came the need
for developing professional mobile phone applications, which includes Android, iOS, and
web applications.

ABG
The initial set-up of the Seamless eMobility scheme included ABG EVs including the AVIS car
management and administration system AVIS NOW. In practice, ABG decided during the
early project phase to use their car sharing brand Zipcar for this project. ABG entered a
collaboration with EV sharing company MoveAbout for providing the ICT and technology
platforms and systems to operate a car share scheme - and also for integration with the
Mobee backend. ABG has recently changed the provider for the technical platform from
MoveAbout to Norwegian Fleetstep AS.

Trondheim municipality (TK)
The decision on developing and demonstrating a more full scale MaaS solution than
described in the DoA generated a need for more extensive task management and
coordination. TK was able to put in more personnel resources, which filled that
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responsibility and role; working tightly with and continuously liaising with Task Lead Project
Manager. With a large number of mobility providers, far more extensive coordination and
co-management was required, which was covered by TK. TK also participated in the
necessary development work based on the larger scheme. The use of an advisor with long
experience from the private sector and car financing and administration was an important
success factor for landing the Seamless eMobility project.
TK led and coordinated the Mobee brand development.
TK owns the Mobee brand - for now, throughout the project period.

R Kjeldsberg and Entra (building owners for Sluppen and Brattøra PEBs)
The building owner's engagement and involvement in the planning and facilitating for actual
implementation of the eMaaS hubs was underestimated when planning and setting up the
mobility demonstrator in Trondheim. Both building owners have contributed strongly to
both the implementation, for ensuring 1-way EV chargers to those EVs not connected to
the V2G chargers, and for making parking spaces available for the eMaaS scheme. In the
Sluppen case where no EV charging infrastructure was in place, RK took the initiative and
costs for ensuring el installations and cabling from the local access point and out to the
charging posts. The fact that our building owners own the parking spaces made it easier to
secure parking for the shared EVs - including cowork and agreements with both EV provider
Zipcar and the parking company (Trondheim Parking).

Powel, ABB, and Trønderenergi
Originally, Volue (formerly Powel)  was included in co-project T5.8 to ensure the integration
of EVs and V2G. Volue’s main responsibility and task in +CityxChange in this context is as
Project Lead for co-projects development (T2.5) and deployment (T5.9) of the Energy
Trading Platform incl. Volue Algotrader®. In practice, the integration and work related to
that was led and performed by ABB and their –  for the project crucial –  DERMS ABB
OPTIMAX®.
Volue was, however, due to their peak ICT competence and their integral role in the project
on owning and operating the ETP, important in deciding on edge, data flows, and data
storage for core data related to the demonstrator.
Trønderenergi (TE) was involved in the highly important development work and decisions
for the V2G integration and data flows and storage, due to their role as developer and
owner/operator of the LEM/LFM; and the fact that V2G is an important component of the
LEM/LFM, both as provider and customer of flexibility.

Trondheim Parking as (TP)
There isn’t necessarily an obvious or ultimate solution on what type of actor/company will
take and possess the role of ensuring owning and operating charging infrastructure in an
EV sharing scheme. Some building owners - such as Entra in our case - established EV
charging infrastructure when building the Powerhouse. RK has also contributed strongly to
the establishment of EV charging as described above. This is not a role traditionally taken by
car sharing companies - it will be economically difficult, on top of ensuring and operating
the car sharing scheme itself. Parking-as-a-Service (PaaS) is a coming business opportunity
for parking companies. In the Trondheim case, TP is the operator of parking spaces used
also for the eMaaS scheme at both hubs, and they see future business opportunities in
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being an integral part of car sharing schemes. Also important here is that parking
companies have professional first line services that are important for serving charging
customers and errors on chargers. In the Trondheim case TP has taken position on
procuring and owning plus operating both the 1- and 2-way chargers at Sluppen, and
performing all service, maintenance, and follow-ups on the charging infrastructure at
Sluppen.

Mobility providers
Inclusion of the 7 additional mobility service providers representing a heterogeneous mix of
mobility modes, makes +CityxChange able to demonstrate a full scale MaaS solution, with a
variety of services for the customers.

Entur
Entur collects data for all public transportation in Norway and makes the data available as
open services and data for journey planning. It is required by law that data for all
“traditional” public transport is sent to Entur and this is already fully implemented. The
+CityxChange MaaS solution uses various types of publicly available data from Entur, like
timetables, real-time information, public transport locations (bus stops, etc), and more.

IOTA
As part of co-project T2.4 - Delivery of Seamless eMobility as a Service with V2G interaction,
IOTA created a proof-of-concept PoC)  multimodal mobility application using IOTA as
payment scheme. Due to various reasons it was not possible to include this in the publicly
available eMaaS application. As an alternative implementation of IOTA in the public solution,
the eMaaS application will include IOTA functionality for the purpose of creating an
intangible log of the app’s position, with the purpose of helping the user to prove his
movements if needed at one point. The frontend app parts of this functionality will be
added to the application during the demonstration period.
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3 Mobility solution
This section details the different elements and modules of the Seamless eMobility solution
and scheme in Trondheim, and includes as well the market work and activities performed,
mainly related to the EV sharing part of the scheme.

TK as main project lead for the co-projects and measures in Trondheim including Seamless
eMobility, together with main developer FourC and Seamless eMobility lead ABG, decided
late 2020 to extend the scope for this project substantially. There are several reasons for
this: A more full-scale mobility platform and far more professional name/brand for the
mobility solution will have higher commercial potential and value for both FourC and ABG
and have higher potential for scaling and replication, a professional brand and brand
strategy may be more attractive to users and in turn increase the commercial potential, and
the more attractive and increased use and number of users this may deliver on important
goals for the municipality.

Mobility analyses prior to the decision on a more extensive MaaS scheme were performed
by TK. These analyses comprised potential for more shared mobility, possible positive
impacts concerning resource utilisation, area use, social mobility, opportunities for further
RD&I (Research, Development & Innovation) activities, etc. It was important for Trondheim
municipality (owner of the Mobee brand, facilitator and driver for green and shared mobility
in Trondheim) to put shared mobility into a larger context, which was an important goal for
TK in this context. Added values beyond just shared mobility may also lead to increased
value for the mobility providers, but not the least for the city and its citizens as a whole.
The mapping and analyses thus also included potential upsides and outcomes (value
creation) beyond direct economic factors, and work on communicating these to important
stakeholders and the public in general. This includes factors such as innovation and
development opportunities, possible positive outcomes and values such as more efficient
resource and land utilisation, factors related to public health, and possible positive effects
concerning social mobility - for instance affordable solutions for people with low/lower
socio-economic status. The detailed mapping and analyses prior to the deployment also
included mapping of areas of interest and potential for shared mobility, parking availability
and parking norms in and around the city and city centre, who are the drivers and possible
early adopters, and map, identify and contribute to establish a stakeholder group that is
important/needed for such a scheme to have success potential.
The subtopics and headers for the analyses for the resulting Trondheim solution including
development of the Mobee brand is visualised in figure 3.1. All subtopics concerning green
and shared mobility are important for TK, and there are obvious connections between the
subtopics. Identification of concrete measures and targets for the seven subtopics in figure
3.1 is a means for increasing the preconditions for a successful scheme and creating a
larger context for the mobility work.
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Figure 3.1  The foundation for extending the scope of the mobility project  in Trondheim. Source: TK

Figure 3.2 summarises the main partners and actors for the Seamless eMobility solution in
Trondheim (ref. Section 2). The figure indicates that the mobility project and scheme in
Trondheim consists of two individual albeit integrated schemes: The eMaaS solution with
Mobee as the user interface/frontend (left part of the figure), and the EV sharing scheme by
Zipcar as part of the local PEBs and local energy and flexibility markets (right part of the
figure).

The connecting lines in figure 3.2 between the market partners and the Mobee backend
illustrates that the mobility providers (market partners) provide their realtime data to the
backend. The market partners, of course, exhibit the ownership of their data and have
granted access to FourC for use in the project. In Trondheim this is performed through the
provider's APIs, where data flows further, to be displayed on the user interfaces (apps).
There is no direct connection and data exchange between Mobee and the V2G part of the
project; this is detailed in Section 3.4.
Figure 3.2 also clarifies the interface between TK as owner of the Mobee brand including
ownership to content and data, and the developer FourC ownership part which are the
different applications and the eMaaS backend.
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Figure 3.2 The complete Seamless eMobility project with the core partners in Trondheim. Source: TK

3.1 Car sharing scheme; prerequisites, ingredients, and key
elements

3.1.1 Preconditions and key elements for car sharing
Important prerequisites, ingredients, and key elements for Zipcar in approaching and
building the car sharing part of Seamless Mobility/eMaaS scheme in Trondheim make up an
extensive list of key elements. This list of preconditions and key elements may be valid for
car sharing schemes anywhere in the world, and is detailed below.

Car sharing scheme preconditions and key elements as seen from the car sharing actor
Zipcar’s side:

● A flexible and user friendly car sharing system and technology
● A professional and intuitive mobile phone app to reserve, pay and unlock & lock the

car.
● A fleet management system to control and monitor status of vehicles. This system

needs to have flexible integration capabilities to allow integrations with third party
ecosystem partners such as parking apps, toll roads, fuel stations. This is to ensure
that the usage of these types of services is added to the customer receipt
automatically after the end of the rental

● Hardware telematic boxes in each car with lock, unlock and immobilising
functionality

● An attractive fleet of electric vehicles
● Professional customer service
● A parking location with infrastructure - preferably a visible and easy accessible one

at street/curb side level
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● A field team that can provide operational support - planned and unplanned tasks to
keep the service and vehicles open for rental 24/7

● A brand
● Other: Marketing, partner & sales initiatives to promote the scheme and location of

shared vehicles to establish category and brand awareness

There exists other key elements for such a scheme to become operational, as addressed
both in Section 2 (Actor roles and responsibilities), and Section 4 (Agreements and contracts).

3.1.2 Rolling out the Zipcar EV sharing scheme; why, how, and timeline
Prior to the CityxChange project, ABG piloted a car sharing scheme with OBOS (housing
association company) in Oslo called Avis Now, operated on ABG's own platform. Later on,
late 2018, the Avis Now brand and car sharing platform was replaced by the Zipcar brand
using the Rent Centric platform . The original plan for the +CityxChange project EV sharing6

scheme was to utilise Avis Now and the Rent Centric platform. In late 2019 it became clear
that the Trondheim scheme needed another setup and technology, and the search for a
new platform started.

In the search for a new car sharing platform partner, ABG also needed to take into account
the needs and requirements of a scheme as was committed and planned for in Trondheim;
according to the requirements from and commitments towards the EU Commission. Key
elements here were flexibility of the platform and type of technology used for integration
with the +CityxChange mobility backend (see Section 3.2), which requires - among other
requirements - APIs for integration and data transfer. Based on a demand specification,
ABG searched the market for relevant providers.

In August 2021 ABG signed an agreement with MoveAbout as tech provider. In early 2022
ABG changed tech provider to the Norwegian company Fleetstep . Fleetstep will now7

provide all technical equipment and software including crucial EV data to the FourC
backend via API. Fleetstep functions as a solution provider being a subcontractor for Zipcar.

7 https://www.fleetstep.com/
6 https://www.rentcentric.com/
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Figure 3.3 The EV sharing hub at Sluppen is located on ground in the middle of the Sluppen area.

Figure 3.4 The EV sharing hub at Brattøra is localised in the below ground parking garage of PEB anchor
building Powerhouse.

3.2 The mobility backend
During the work and project period (WP5), the backend had to be improved and secured in
various ways in order to meet the demands of a full-scale public release. Additionally, as
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new mobility providers were added, the API and backend to submit data needed an update
to accomodate for higher frequency submissions (e.g. bus positions every second).

In order to facilitate the wide adoption of the back-end, backend developer FourC had to
implement support for dynamic data. Since the end of the main development phase
described in the report Seamless eMobility system including user interface , the app and the8

backend solutions have been debugged, improved, and enhanced with additional features.
New mobility options have been added gradually. A web page solution has also been added
as a client, and an iOS client version of the app has been created and will be completed in
April 2022 and be fully deployed during May 2022.
The mobility backend has undergone extensive testing by developer FourC prior to launch.

All mobility providers submit crucial data via APIs to the mobility backend, however, this
needs to be solved in different ways by the different providers. In the case of the shared
EVs, this claims a hardware kit with belonging software that collects a variety of data from
the vehicle for submitting to the backend. These kits connect to the car in the OBD2 port.
Prominent providers of such car sharing kits are e.g. CONTI and INVERS. A box used for the
Zipcar shared EVs is shown in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5   Hardware kit for installation in shared EVs. Photo: MoveAbout

8 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d2-5-seamless-emobility-system-including-user-interface/
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3.3 The mobility frontend - Mobee app
The mobility front end has been developed as an “OEM” solution, which means that it is
sellable and brandable to other projects and customers. In the CityxChange project,
Trondheim municipality took on the responsibility to create the market brand (Mobee), its
name, and the graphical profile.

Features are mostly similar, with minor exceptions due to the differences in user
experience and software architecture on Android , iOS, and the web .9 10

Figure 3.6 Screenshots from the web (left), and
the Android (right) frontends.

The features include:

● Provide a long-term, gradual and sustainable MaaS implementation
● Show any type of mobility objects in a real-time map
● Show context-aware mobility object information, for example:

○ For bus stops, show timetable or real-time approaching buses
○ For buses, show planned route and approaching stops
○ For airports, show departures and arrivals
○ For rental car locations, show available cars and battery status (if electric)

10 http://mobee.live/
9 https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=eu.fourc.mobee
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○ For city bikes, show locations, bike availability, etc.
○ For electric scooters, show locations, scooter availability and battery status

● Combine any type of mobility objects, private and public, into one solution
● Save and edit personal favourites, e.g. bus stops or rental locations
● Focus the map on the nearest favourite at start-up
● List and filter mobility modes
● Region selection
● Easy integration with ticketing apps, either by redirecting to mobility providers’ own

solutions or by direct integration
● English and Norwegian languages supported (other languages can easily be added)

The iOS version is by April 2022 developed, will undergo testing, and be launched during
May 2022. The iOS app has similar features as the Android version.

Figure 3.7 Screenshots from the iOS frontend.

In order to support the EU commission's proposal of using the solution to track possible
behaviour change, the app has been updated to support anonymous collection of statistics
on usage patterns; and is fully GDPR compliant.

By using already promised in-kind contributions to the project, the app will be continuously
updated throughout the remainder of the project.

The Mobee apps including functionality, user interface, and user friendliness have been
thoroughly tested during the alpha and beta phases - prior to full launch of the app. Even if
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the broad majority of citizens and tourists are considered target groups, young people
between 20 and 25 years of age are a main target group. The project has extensively used
students for app testing. One main testing session was performed as part of the
+CityxChange Innovation Playground work . In fact Mobee was one of the Innovation Lab11

Solutions examined and worked on during the Innovation Playground work. An important
activity as part of that work was a scavenger hunt with the app performed during
September 2021 using students as testers and feedback providers for the app. A number
of students got access to the Mobee app and moved around the city checking functionality
of the solution, that the app worked as it should, that the user interface of the app is user
friendly, and that it worked as planned to enter the providers’ atmosphere and actually
book mobility. Substantial and important feedback for the further development of the
Mobee app emerged from that scavenger hunt.

Figure 3.8  Scavenger hunt and testing of the Mobee app with the assistance of university students in
Trondheim.

3.4 The eMaaS scheme and inclusion of additional mobility
modes
The main scope of the +CityxChange project is to develop and demonstrate innovative and
viable solutions for a new, green energy shift. With the EU ambitions and goals on
electrifying the transport sector, it was natural to combine EV sharing with the local energy
solutions through V2G charging. The public transportation system is the backbone of the
personal transportation system in cities, and was included in the mobility part of the project
from the beginning. So the basic, original idea for this part was a limited MaaS solution that

11 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-10-trondheim-innovation-lab-solutions-catalogue/
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could display these two mobility modes in realtime, and lead the users into the providers
own atmospheres for booking and payments.

At the same time, micro mobility grew, as did the consciousness, opportunities, and
markets for MaaS, and shared mobility including car sharing. Extending the +CityxChange
Seamless eMobility case could also contribute to boosting the mobility case and increase
the value for both the project’s public transportation partner AtB and EV sharing partner
ABG. This led to the decision on developing the Trondheim scheme into a full scale MaaS
solution. This required onboarding of a variety of mobility providers, extending the mobility
backend into a full scale MaaS platform, as well as developing an attractive user interface
for the public - Mobee - as described in Section 3.3

The selection of mobility providers for Mobee in Trondheim was based these criteria:
● Shared and green mobility focus
● Megatrends in the mobility sector and what is attractive for the public at the time

being - example micro mobility and el-scooters
● MaaS (not a megatrend at the moment, but increasingly interesting, also

commercially)
● Car sharing as an alternative to car ownership
● Cover major parts of the public transportation system, thus including trains and

airport express buses (other public transportation including trams and ferries
already covered through partnership with regional administration company for
public transport AtB)

● Bring about a wide variety of modes (example taxi)

Onboarding of mobility providers was based on “knocking doors”, and storytelling on the
case in Trondheim and our ambitions and plans, including Mobee, which was developed
prior to the main onboarding of mobility providers. The positive feedback from mobility
providers were very much related to the plans of setting up a MaaS scheme - integrating a
variety of modes, the Mobee brand and Mobee story, and the fact that the whole scheme,
including the Mobee brand, is owned, managed, and coordinated by the city of Trondheim.

The diversity and extent of the offerings through Mobee are described, and pinpointed
above. However, car sharing is worth mentioning specifically. Car sharing is growing steadily
in Trondheim. During the last few years, 5 more actors have entered the market in
Trondheim, and the number of shared cars in Trondheim is expected to grow substantially
in the coming years. +CityxChange has a partnership with ABG and their car sharing
solution Zipcar. It was not obvious that Zipcar would be positive towards including
additional car sharing companies on Mobee, however they were. Per today, Mobee also
includes shared cars from companies Hyre and Otto, chosen mainly for their distinct
interaction with the UN Sustainability Centre in Trondheim, and their technical solutions,
making it easy to integrate their vehicles into Mobee backend through APIs.

Scaling of the Mobee solution has already occurred and will have a strong focus both on a
short and a longer term. This is further elaborated on in Section 7.
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Table 3.1 Summary of mobility modes (8) and providers (12) being part
of the Mobee solution in Trondheim per April 2022.

Mobility mode Providers

Public transportation excl
trains

AtB

Trains SJ

Airport Express Bus Værnesekspressen

Car sharing Zipcar, Hyre, Otto

Car rental Avis

Bike Trondheim City Bike

El-scooters Tier, VOI, Zvipp

Taxi Trøndertaxi

3.5 V2G and 1-way EV charger integration
The V2G is in addition to being an integral and important part of the +Trondheim eMaaS
demonstration an important part of the 3 main energy co-projects (tasks) in +CityxChange:

● Deployment of solutions for Distributed Positive Energy Blocks (PEBs) in Trondheim
(Task 5.6 / Report D5.11 - scheduled for delivery 30.06.2022)

● Deployment of the Energy Trading Platform (Task 5.9 / Report D5.512

● Local Flexibility Market (Task 5.10 / D5.6 - scheduled for delivery 31.10.2022)

The V2G integration serves several purposes in the Trondheim scheme as a whole,
summarised in figure 3.9:

● EV sharing and EV batteries as an elemental part of local, green energy ecosystems
and PEBs and significance for local energy and flexibility markets as both a customer
and a provider of electric flexibility

● Concrete economical value(s) - if any - for the local energy markets and actors
therein

● Demonstrate if, and if yes, to which extent selling and buying energy, capacity, and
system services to/from EV batteries may boost the business case of EV sharing

● Demonstrate whether opportunity charging (electricity price vs available battery
capacity) may contribute to decreased costs and thus increased revenue for the EV
sharing actor

12 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d5-5-energy-trading-market-demonstration/
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Figure 3.9.  V2X (X = building/grid/home) serves several causes in Trondheim in addition to act solely as a
charging solution for the EV sharing scheme: EV batteries as power bank, provide flexibility to the local
building/grid - especially capacity and system services, and a potential means of improving the EV
sharing business case due to sales of flexibility to the local market.

Even though being a small-scale demonstrator, the V2G scheme in Trondheim has the
potential to contribute to the increasing knowledge base in Europe concerning V2G as an
enabler for increasing electrification of the vehicle sector. Taking into account the weak
electric grids and high carbon intensity of the electric grid in many European countries, EV
sharing may contribute in this sense, if scaled up substantially.

Although eMaaS and its car sharing experience has enhanced – or at least improved –  its
revenue streams, these measures are still premature in a commercial sense, not the least
considering wider scale rollout, and penetration in the mobility markets. New, or additional,
ways of boosting these business cases, as in the Trondheim scheme, is an important goal
for the project, and may provide viable knowledge and experience as one of several early
eMaaS schemes.

Rollout of the planned extent of the EV sharing scheme in Trondheim (20 EVs, extensive
V2G charging - at least 3 V2G chargers per location Sluppen and Brattøra) has been
strongly hampered by the pandemic (economic situation for the car sharing companies,
and strongly diminished markets/numbers of users). This has led to a much more careful
rollout and lower degree of V2G, though with concrete plans on scaling from 2 + 5 EVs at
Brattøra and Sluppen respectively, up till the targeted 20 within end of 2022. As per 2021
one V2G charger at each of Brattøra and Sluppen is installed, although with a concrete
target on increasing the number of V2G chargers during the course of the +CityxChange
project (until end of 2023).

The setup in Trondheim comprises Nissan Leafs and the brand new ABB DC 11 kW V2G
charger, Terra Nova 11 J . For the 1-way EV chargers, standard 32A 1-phase AC smart13

chargers are being used (see also figure 3.10 below).

13 https://www.chademo.com/products/v2g/abb-terra-nova_11_j
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Although more and more EVs now entering the market are “V2G ready”, Nissan is the
original, prevailing OEM that maintains battery warranty for V2G.
For V2G charging and integration with local energy markets, the ABB Terra Nova 11 J
charger was chosen for several reasons, although available as prototype B only at the time
of procurement:

● 11 kW both ways is an adequate “speed” for trading capacity (kW) and system
services, and will fill the battery faster than standard smart chargers, in order to
maintain enough range and thus sufficient degree of availability of the shared EVs
for customers

● The ease of integration of the V2G chargers with the ABB OPTIMAX® system
integration hardware/software and opening for important data protocols such as
OCPP 2.0, was also important arguments for such a V2G solution

3.5.1 EV charger ICT integration and electric connections

Integrating EV batteries and V2G charging with the local PEBs and energy markets required
substantial work in order to find a viable solution for the data feeds. The resulting solution
is shown in figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10 Schematic view of the EV charger setup in the Trondheim EV sharing scheme w/V2G
integration and the connection to the energy resource management system (Optimax) and the energy
market.
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Figure 3.11  Schematic view of the connection of the V2G and 1-way EV chargers at Brattøra.

Figure 3.12  Schematic view of the connection of the V2G and 1-way EV chargers at Sluppen

The ABB Terra Nova 11 J V2G charger is able to connect with ABB OPTIMAX® as an edge
device, with direct connection to the market. 1-way smart chargers from other vendors are
used at Brattøra and Sluppen, with different means of communication to ABB OPTIMAX®.
Brattøra: Schneider chargers are connected to the building SD system and OPTIMAX®
communicates with the chargers through the SD system.
Sluppen: Zaptec chargers have a designated cloud solution that ABB OPTIMAX® can
connect to and communicate directly with. The Zaptec cloud (via rest API) interface works
well for sending commands (start, stop, and set point). Receiving important signals, such as
State-of-Charge (SoC), is however not possible to perform directly via Zaptec cloud. For this
purpose ABB needed to set up a designated OCPP server (on the same server as
OPTIMAX®) where Zaptec connects to and submits data. The project shares a common
database, as shown at the centre of figure 3.10 above, where all production/consumption
data applied in the markets are made available for all partners.
Note that all chargers at Sluppen and Brattøra are connected to one electric meter at both
locations: A sub-meter connected to the building BMS at Brattøra, main meter with a
separate contract at Sluppen. This is for practical and cost purposes, and also implies that
all EV batteries per location are treated as one load, thus there is no individual
management of each charger.
The electric connections at both Brattøra and Sluppen are dimensioned in such a way that
all shared EVs may charge simultaneously at maximum capacity (7.4 kW for 1-way chargers,
11 kW for V2G chargers).
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3.5.2 EV and EV charging management in the EV sharing scheme

Management of V2G charging and especially discharging is highly complex concerning EV
sharing schemes. To what extent can you discharge the EV battery at any time taking into
account the use of the car? This is strongly related to the use pattern of the shared EV at
any given time. In the +CityxChange case and demonstrator in Trondheim, V2G is integral
for the Local Flexibility Market as well. The true value of consumer flexibility in this case is
when you can pull as much flexibility from the EV battery as possible while this must be
balanced with necessary EV battery capacity thus driving range at any given time.

ABB has developed a logic to manage EV chargers based on EV battery SoC at any time,
which is integrated with the ABB OPTIMAX® system. This is important in order to ensure
that each shared EV will always have a minimum necessary range. Ideally historic use
patterns of the individual shared EVs should define - at any time - how many kW/kWh that
may be pulled from the EV batteries (discharging over the V2G charger), and how many
kWh that is needed per EV. This regime has not been possible to implement in the present
EV sharing demonstrator in Trondheim, as this is highly complex and too time and resource
consuming to have been possible to implement so far.

The Trondheim EV sharing case is based on the following systems, set-ups, and rules. ABB
has developed and set up (handled within the OPTIMAX system) a multi-state system based
on fixed volumes to be discharged/charged over the V2G chargers; as opposed to dynamic
charging/discharging, which is highly complex: State 1) 11 kW (max capacity of the ABB
Terra Nova 11 J V2G charger) is pulled (discharging) from the EV battery, State 2) 5 kW is
pulled, State 3) Neither charging or discharging, State 4) 5 kW is transferred (charging) to
the EV battery, State 5) 11 kW is transferred.
Which state to be used depending on each situation is defined and coded by LFM operator
Trønderenergi (TE) into the market solution for LFM, and is agreed on with ABG. This regime
and these rules are also static and not dynamic, but will ensure that each shared EV has
sufficient battery capacity (range) at any time when there is an expected demand for the
EVs. The concrete rules for charging/discharging are not fully ready yet, but are under
development. The rules need to be developed in close cooperation with the EV sharing
provider, however led by Trønderenergi as market operator. Details, outcomes, and results
from this part will be included in the report D5.6 - +Trondheim Flexibility Market Deployment
Report - scheduled for delivery 31.10.2022.

3.6 The public transportation dimension

AtB is a public transport company fully owned by the regional county administration of
Trøndelag, providing bus and boat transport in Trondheim and all across the region. The
long term strategy is to become a provider of Mobility-as-a-service. Steps have been taken
in that direction with pilot and demonstration projects e.g for el-scooters and autonomous
buses.
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The mobility system is undergoing profound changes. For decades the urban traveller has
had the choice between the private car and the bus. Today we see a whole different
ecosystem where the bus is no longer the sole alternative to the private car, and no longer
the only shared mode: city bikes, el-scooters, shared cars, shared bikes are amongst the
alternatives that have entered the arena. This development can be seen as a competition
towards traditional public transport (bus and tram in this case ) or a strengthening of
shared modes which has the same function as working towards the same goal as public
transport – to offer an alternative to the private car. AtB chooses to take the latter
perspective – the new mobility ecosystem strengthens the alternative to the private car,
and thereby supports the general strategy of public transport. In this new situation,
traditional public transport still serves as the backbone of the mobility system, and as such
the inclusion of real-time position data in Mobee for buses and trams has had high value.

The new mobility modes enter the market uncoordinated with each other and with the
existing public transport actors. What all the shared modes, including public transport, have
in common is that they strengthen the alternative to the private car. And if they can be
offered in combination by the traveller, e.g a journey needing a bus for the long haul and a
bike for a shorter ride, they strengthen the position of shared modes and there is less need
for the private car.

However, the institutions of society usually lag behind general business development. As
such, public transport companies still in many cases provide and market traditional public
transport. In order to strengthen shared modes as the alternative to the private car, there
is a need to further develop «one-stop-shop»-solutions for mobility, of which Mobee is an
example. Mobee gives the traveller an overview of the alternatives to using the private car
in a glance. In this way shared modes and public transportation together achieve a
competitive edge through solutions such as Mobee. As such the app also serves as a
valuable pilot for future  MaaS-solutions and a viable platform for scaling up.

3.7 Market work, communication and outreach
The +CityxChange project has limited funding for important parts of the Seamless eMobility
project. Costs for cars, charging infrastructure, and marketing are not reimbursable costs,
and need to be covered by involved partners and actors. The main part of the costs are of
course related to holding and administrative costs for the vehicles and EV charging
solutions. Marketing and promotion of such schemes are, however, extremely important, as
well as being the sole reason for car sharing not being much known and familiar to the
average citizen.

TK as owner of Mobee has taken a lot of responsibility, and the costs, for the promotion
and marketing of the MaaS scheme towards the citizens. It must also be noted that TK took
the main responsibility for the early bug hunting process for the Mobee app. This was
organised and performed by representatives from the TK project group, who mobilised
students via student organisations to be early testers and bug hunters. The same
personnel also planned and led scavenger hunts using students. For this part of the
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marketing and promotion activities, mobility providers offered mobility for free for the
students performing the hunts and related activities.
TK has also used the local +CityxChange web pages for Plussbyen Trondheim (see figure14

3.13 below) for communication and marketing, and other TK owned social media channels
including Instagram, Facebook, and LinkedIn. In addition TK has launched the Mobee web
site , and is promoting Mobee via Instagram .15 16

TK has succeeded in getting substantial media attention on the MaaS case, both TV, radio,
and news media on paper and web.
Below is a small selection of communication, attention and media related to the Seamless
eMobility project and solutions in Trondheim.

Figure 3.13 Mobee communication and promotion on Plussbyen .17

17

https://www.trondheim.kommune.no/aktuelt/nyhetssaker/barekraft-nyheter/plussbyen-nyheter/varsagod
trondheim---ny-mobilitetsapp-gjor-livet-ditt-enklere/

16 https://www.instagram.com/mobee_movefreely/
15 https://mobee.no/
14 https://www.trondheim.kommune.no/plussbyen/
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System and software developer and +CityxChange partner FourC has also received media
attention based on a press release.

Figure 3.14 FourC press release for their mobility app18

Mobility partners and additional mobility providers have also performed and covered
communication and promotion activities, through their own web pages and social media
channels. An example of this is shown in figure 3.15 below.

Figure 3.15 Public transportation partner AtB communicating and promoting Mobee and the Trondheim
MaaS scheme through their online news feed19

19 https://atb.no/aktuelt/mobee-appen-for-en-enklere-hverdag-article17799-28.html
18 https://www.fourc.eu/fourc-releases-first-deployment-of-real-time-mobility-app
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Figure 3.16 ABB press release focusing on the V2G part of the Seamless eMobility project; “EVs as
powerbank”.20

The joint press release together with ABB and in fact +CityxChange as sender (origin)
proved to be a strong and efficient way and means of communication. This press release
alone has contributed to massive outreach and several news providers picking up the story.

The project has already received substantial media coverage, including regional and
national television, online and paper newspapers, online articles and news coverage
through energy and EV journals and web pages, etc. The 18 main media cases and articles
are listed in table 3.2.

20

https://new.abb.com/news/no/detail/88086/abb-i-banebrytende-pilot-med-elbilen-som-powerbank-i-
trondheim
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Table 3.2 Media coverage on the +CityxChange mobility demonstrator and solutions up till ultimo April
2022. NRK = Norwegian Broadcasting Company.

Month Topic Channel Link

2021/09
MaaS and PaaS in Trondheim
through +CxC project

Traffic InfraTec
Magaszine
online https://www.trafficinfratech.com/

2021/10 New MaaS application launched
ITS Norway
online

https://its-norway.no/mobility-as-a-service-ma
as-applikasjonen-mobee-er-lansert/

2021/10 Mobee app

Adressa online
- regional
newspaper

https://www.mn24.no/nyheter/i/eEOWl9/alt-a
v-fremkomstmidler-i-naerheten-samlet-i-en-a
pp

2021/10 Mobee app
NRK online -
regional

https://www.nrk.no/trondelag/gir-folk-oversikt-
over-elsparkesykler_-busser_-leiebiler_-sykle
r-og-trikk-i-trondheim-i-en-app-1.15687665

2021/10
New app (Mobee) will reduce
number of el-scooters

Nidaros online
- regional
newspaper

https://www.nidaros.no/haper-a-minke-oversk
uddet-av-elsparkesykler-med-ny-app/s/5-113
-247547

2021/10 Mobee app
NRK TV -
regional

https://tv.nrk.no/serie/distriktsnyheter-midtnytt
/202110/DKTL98101221/avspiller

2021/11 Mobee app
NRK online -
regional

https://www.nrk.no/trondelag/leier-ut-ko
mmunale-biler-til-folk-i-trondheim-1.157
48722

2021/11 Mobee app
NRK radio -
regional

https://radio.nrk.no/serie/distriktsprogra
m-troendelag/DKTL02023121

2021/11 Mobee app
NRK TV -
national

https://tv.nrk.no/serie/dagsrevyen-21/20
2111/NNFA21113021/avspiller

2022/02 EVs for balancing local grids MSN News

https://www.msn.com/nb-no/nyheter/other/br
uker-elbilene-til-%C3%A5-balansere-str%C3
%B8mforbruket/ar-AAUcQGg?li=AA8jPC

2022/02 V2G and EVs as powerbank

Norwegian EV
Association -
online https://elbil.no/bruker-elbiler-som-powerbank/

2022/02 V2G and EVs as powerbank
NRK TV -
regional

https://tv.nrk.no/se?v=DKTL98022822&t=484
s

2022/02 V2G and EVs as powerbank
NRK radio -
regional

https://radio.nrk.no/serie/distriktsprogram-tro
endelag/sesong/202202/DKTL01004122#t=1
h6m37s

2022/02 Interviews w/EV owners on V2G
NRK radio -
regional

https://radio.nrk.no/serie/distriktsprogram-tro
endelag/sesong/202202/DKTL01004122#t=1
h13m23s

2022/03
EVs to balance local power grid in
Trondheim

Europower
Energi -
Norwegian
energy online
journal https://www.europower-energi.no/
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2022/03 V2G and EVs as powerbank NRK - online

https://www.nrk.no/trondelag/elbiler-kan-bli-e
n-powerbank_-pa-grunn-av-toveis-elbilladere
-1.15867811

2022/03 V2G and the EV as powerbank

Dagbladet
(daily, national
newspaper)

https://dinside.dagbladet.no/motor/her-k
oker-vi-glogg-fra-elbilen/75623884

2022/03
ABB in groundbreaking pilot in
Trondheim

Technical
Magazine
Norway (TU) -
Energy

https://www.tu.no/brandstory/abb-smart
prat/brandstory-abb-i-banebrytende-pilo
t-med-elbilen-som-powerbank-i-trondhei
m/517843

In addition to public transportation being at the core of the Trondheim MaaS scheme, the
EV sharing scheme is the most prominent and important part of this measure.
ABG has planned and performed a large number of smaller and larger marketing activities,
which is listed and described in tables 3.3 and 3.4 below.

Table 3.3 Communication, marketing, and promotion activities by ABG.

Topic Segment/
District

Notes

Beach flag Branding Beachflag 'Zipcar' at Brattøra and Sluppen

Stickers on V2G chargers Brattøra/Sluppen
Add sticker to V2G charger - press button to
start/stop

Communication with corporate
tenants Sluppen- CxC

Introduction letter - Welcome - sign up, etc.
Supported by building owner R Kjeldsberg

Communication R Kjeldsberg Sluppen- CxC Facebook, Instagram, Sluppen.no21

Communication w/tenants,
follow up Sluppen- CxC

Introduction offer - "sign up" prize (lottery free
rental)

Marketing Facebook 1 - generic
message Sluppen

Message: New Zipcar location at Sluppen - sign
up and info. Statistics: Reach 10 000 profiles,
465 clicks and many new followers on FB.

Marketing Facebook 2 - intro
offer and sign up w/lottery Sluppen

Target group: Residents in Trondheim (esp.
Sluppen) age group 20 - 58 yrs old, interest in
leasing, car rental, Sluppen etc.

Sign up w/lottery and intro offer Sluppen
Screens at food court Lager 11, offer to staff
and guests Lager 11 + climbing centre

Press release CxC Zipcar
Sluppen Brattøra/Sluppen Next step emobility CxC Zipcar

Investigate whether local charity
organisations need free vehicles
over holidays. Sluppen Used cars for charity work during Christmas

Investigate if any local SoMe
profiles with followers Sluppen

Any local profiles - use car - post experience to
followers - CARSHARE - ZIPCAR

Car share calculator Zipcar.no Carshare

21 www.sluppen.no
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Table 3.4 Sales activities by ABG.

Topic Segment/
District

Notes

"Attack list" for Sluppen and
Brattøra

B2B locally E-mail and phone

Contact Lager 11 Sluppen Concrete offer

Entra - building owner Brattøra/Sluppen Signed agreement

Contact Climbing centre Grip Sluppen Contacted, yet delayed due to Covid

Follow up leads from Clarion Brattøra Completed, the market seems not mature.
More work needed,

Contact Hotel Clarion for
marketing / offer to guests

Brattøra Planned spring 2022

Contact branch office of
existing Avis customers

Brattøra/Sluppen Ongoing

Main student organisation in
Trondheim

Campus and
student housing
locations

Pending
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4 Agreements and contracts
The final Seamless eMobility scheme in Trondheim is a complex, multi-stakeholder
construction involving 12 different mobility/solution providers, two building owners, the
mobility platform and app developer, and a parking company. A majority of the actors
involved are not official +CityxChange partners. In addition, Seamless eMobility (T5.8)
includes the setup and integration of V2G EV chargers with the shared EVs provided by
Zipcar. The actual integration of the V2G and smart 1-way EV chargers into the PEB and
local energy/Flexibility markets are part of co-project Deployment of solution for Positive
Energy Blocks in Trondheim (T5.6) and Local Flexibility Market (T5.10) respectively, and will be
described in the respective reports and deliverables D5.11 and D5.6 (to be delivered
30.06.2022 and 31.10.2022).

This section focuses on and describes the necessary interactions between the different
actors, where agreements and contracts were needed and de facto set up and signed, and
where only informal agreements were sufficient. The signed/formal agreements and
commitments are summarised in table 4.1.
All the stakeholders and actors and their roles and responsibilities are described in Section
2 and detailed in table 2.1.

Table 4.1. Formal and informal agreements for the LHC Trondheim Seamless eMobility scheme.

Topic Actors Location Type of contract

Rental of parking spaces for
shared EVs incl acquisition
and operation of smart
1-way EV chargers, and
operation of 2-way (V2G)
chargers

ABG / TP Sluppen Formalised/Signed agreement.
TP acquired - for now - 4 pcs.
1-way chargers. ABG pays TP for
space rental, operation and
maintenance of chargers, plus over
time total charger installation cost
and depreciation for the 1-way
chargers

Rental of parking spaces for
shared EVs

ABG /
Entra

Brattøra Formalised/Signed agreement
Entra makes - for now - two
dedicated parking spaces available
for Zipcar shared EVs for free; ABG
pays for electricity. Upscaling of
number of shared EVs: Part of
agreement ABG - TP below.

Service, maintenance, etc of
shared EVs

ABG /TP Sluppen/
Brattøra

Formalised/Signed agreement.
TP ensures all follow-ups of shared
EVs, including washing, transport
to/from service and repair, wheel
hotel, etc. ABG pays for the service.
TP offers through the agreement 3
parking spaces for free. Scaling of
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the Brattøra scheme (planned)
means that ABG may have to pay
for extra parking spaces.

Electricity costs for shared
EVs

ABG / RK Sluppen Formalised/Signed agreement.
ABG pays a fixed price per month,
but cost is adjusted annually based
on actual electricity consumption

Electricity costs for shared
EVs

ABG /
Entra

Brattøra Formalised/Signed agreement.
ABG pays a fixed price per month.

Acquisition of V2G EV
chargers

TK Brattøra/
Sluppen

Written commitment from TK
department lead (Climate and
Society)..
TK acquired and covered costs for
- per now - 2 pcs. chargers. Costs
for V2G chargers covered over TK
climate budget. ABG does not pay
anything to TK (rent, depreciation,
or other). TK had available money
within their climate budget for this
purpose, and supported the
chargers financially because
findings, outcome, and possible
viability of V2G chargers was
considered important for TK to
have for future measures.

Ensuring electricity and
cabling for EV chargers

RK Sluppen Written commitment from RK.
Cabling and installation work from
the local grid station out until the P
space/charging post for each EV.

Establish and operate 1-way
smart EV chargers

Entra Brattøra Written commitment from Entra.
Chargers were already installed
and in operation early in the
project phase as part of both
requirements for the building to be
certified BREEAM Outstanding, but
also as a service to EV owners
using this parking garage.

TP is the operational handler of the project parking spaces at both Sluppen and Brattøra
through commercial contracts with building owners R Kjeldsberg (RK) and Entra
respectively. They were therefore a natural and viable external, though not formal, partner
concerning the parking spaces for the shared EVs. The same parking company operating
parking spaces at both locations of course made it easier for the +CityxChange and shared
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EV provider ABG through Zipcar to perform the setup of this part of the scheme, and
contracts.

TP is also experienced in operating and handling car pools and vehicle fleets since they
have managed and operated the TK municipal car pool for several years - including first line
service, service, and maintenance. This made TP a natural actor and partner for first line
service for the EV chargers, which is a necessary and important part of the scheme.

The roles and responsibilities addressed above are not necessarily easy to fill. Using the
local parking company TP and their competence and experience solved important bits and
issues for this part of the +CityxChange Seamless eMobility demonstrator. It also proves a
good, practical example on how parking actors and PaaS may be crucial for the success of
car sharing schemes. This also - and even stronger - applies to upscaling of the
+CityxChange scheme, and when setting up and operating such schemes in a fully
commercial, and not project related, setting.

For ease concerning administration and practical purposes, a fixed price for the electricity
costs for charging the shared EVs is used, although at Sluppen we will have an annual
settlement of electricity costs based on actual electricity consumption over the year as a
whole. Costs for electricity is, in addition to CAPEX and OPEX for EV chargers, a large
economic burden for an EV sharing actor, if such an actor has to take the full economic and
administrative responsibility for all these parts of the scheme, and may hamper the roll-out
of such schemes. The multi-stakeholder approach and solution in the +CityxChange case in
Trondheim made it possible to actually have the case afloat, and proves a viable risk sharing
solution for commercial EV sharing schemes.
In the LHC Trondheim case at Sluppen and Brattøra, the commitments and contributions
from building and ground owners R Kjeldsberg and Entra on facilitating and funding
charging infrastructure was important for getting the scheme into operation.

It is important for the +CityxChange project in Trondheim to integrate EV batteries as
integral market actors in the local energy and flexibility markets at Sluppen and Brattøra,
and to demonstrate the viability and importance of such an integration. Having the
opportunity for Zipcar to charge their shared EVs when electricity prices are favourable and
the opportunities of providing/selling flexibility and capacity to the local market, may
contribute to boost the revenue streams and business case for EV sharing companies. This
is an important part of the Seamless eMobility demonstration project in Trondheim, and
may contribute to important models and findings on how to make such schemes
commercially viable. EV sharing schemes and solutions with V2G will probably be important
for the mobility system in cities in the future, also taking into account GHG (Greenhouse
Gas) emissions from both vehicles themselves and from electricity production, local
electricity grid capacity, etc.
The full analyses and results from this part of the +CityxChange project in Trondheim will be
performed through Task 5.11 - Sustainable Investment - and will be delivered through the
D5.16, +Trondheim sustainable investment and business concepts and models, prone for
delivery 31.07.2022.
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In order to have a useful V2G charger and market integration system for the Trondheim
case, the V2G chargers needed high performance, adequate capacity for electricity for both
charging and discharging, and exhibit several other specification needs. The new ABB 11
kW Terra Nova 11 J V2G charger was the only charger fulfilling all the specification needs,
but was only available as a prototype B version at the time of procurement and thus far
more expensive than commercially available V2G chargers. The project in Trondheim was
granted funding from the TK climate budget for this specific procurement (project in-kind).

Inclusion and integration of additional mobility modes including public transportation into
the +CityxChange mobility backend and app involves a large number of data sets and data
from a variety of providers to be input to the backend. This also involves technical as well as
data privacy and GDPR aspects and issues to be treated properly and according to rules
and rights of the data provider. There is a strong and contractual commitment from
backend and frontend developers, and operator 4C, on this matter from the beginning and
through the lifecycle of the project. However, the mobility providers were diverse in their
claim for data treatment agreements, NDAs, and/or other types of agreements. For some of
the companies/providers, NDAs that also regulate the collaboration between the provider
and the +CxC project in Trondheim was signed. Other providers did not claim specific
agreements, and those actors and providers that are official +CityxChange partners, are
committed and covered through the +CityxChange Grant Agreement and Consortium
Agreement.

The inclusion of a third party actor in the EV sharing scheme, MoveAbout Norway, was
necessary as a consequence of severe impacts of the pandemic on the economic situation
for partner ABG. ABG lost 90 % of their car rental market overnight when Covid-19 hit,
which in addition to severe income loss also led to temporary lay-offs of personnel, and a
full procurement stop globally. In order to fulfil their obligations within the +CityxChange
project, but also in order to improve their strategic and market position concerning car
sharing, ABG entered the strategic and operational collaboration agreement with
MoveAbout as described and detailed in Section 4.1. The role as technical and ICT provider
for ABG and Zipcar shared EVs is now taken over by FleetStep (change of provider).

The LHC Trondheim/TK goals and ambitions concerning Seamless eMobility are:
● That the Seamless eMobility scheme will proceed beyond the project period (post

31.10.2023)
● To scale and replicate the scheme and solutions, both concerning addition of new

mobility providers/modes, increase the number of V2G chargers, increase the
number of shared EVs, and facilitate the expansion of the scheme in other markets,
nationally but also internationally

In order to do this and succeed on it, a variety of agreements and contracts have to be
produced and signed - with a variety of partners and actors, work that will be initiated from
the LHC Trondheim side in due time before the +CityxChange project ends.
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5 Subtasks and work processes
Figure 6.1 summarises the main tasks for the Seamless eMobility project and scheme in Trondheim; from development of the mobility
backend until implementation. The figure also shows the dependencies and interdependencies  of the different subtasks.

Figure 5.1 Main tasks and dependencies from development to implementation for the Trondheim Seamless eMobility scheme.

The Trondheim scheme also includes the development of a mobility platform or backend. This isn’t necessarily the case for any such scheme.
However, it was important, as stated above, to have and demonstrate a highly flexible and scalable platform where additions of the different
mobility modes are also highly cost efficient. This is also important for the scaling and replication of the scheme, and may prove to be an
important factor for the expansion of the solution into new markets. Scaling, replication, and market expansion opportunities for the partners
is a crucial goal for the +CityxChange project, as it is for LHC Trondheim in terms of contributing to green business development, which is also
an important goal for the city and municipality.

The timeline for the whole process described above stretches over more than 2.5 years, where the platform and app development phase was
the most time consuming part of the process. The long time spent from planning of the designated eMaaS scheme and in particular the EV
sharing scheme - almost 2 years - was strongly influenced by the pandemic, and would have taken far less time under normal conditions. The
implementation phase in the +CityxChange case was planned to take approximately one year, excluding time spent for planning.
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6 Experiences and learning points
Table 6.1 Important learning points and lessons learned for the planning and implementation of the
Seamless eMobility project in Trondheim.

Learning point Remarks

A multi-stakeholder approach and
a variety of core actors onboard is
important for the success of car
sharing schemes.

Also within the +CityxChange scheme in
Trondheim, new actors were in fact also
onboarded during the pre-implementation phase
as we saw both needs and opportunities. Actors in
the project also took onboard new roles and
responsibilities during the planning process.
Examples here are real estate companies and
ground/parking space owners taking responsibility
for parts of the charging infrastructure work and
costs, and parking companies filling roles as PaaS.

Car sharing is optimal where cars
can be localised in central parts of
the city and where the market is
mature in terms of utilising the
sharing economy concerning cars.

Hot spots  are - but not necessarily limited to
(national/local differences will occur): Core city
centre and city district centre, by or close to work
intensive areas/locations, central parking spaces
and garages, and locations where workers can
have easy access and use cars at daytime and
inhabitants during evenings, weekends, and
holidays. Reaching all city areas with an
economically viable scheme remains a challenge.

Extensive mapping and analyses in
the planning and development
phase of the scheme is crucial

TK led and performed substantial mapping and
analyses, and involved stakeholders when needed.
Important topics include, but are not delimited to:
Interesting areas and locations, distances,
geographic, and demographic aspects, parking
availability and P space coverage in and around the
city, who are the drivers and potential early
adopters/users, ensure that mobility providers -
including car sharing actors - have knowledge on
local conditions, opportunities, and frame
conditions

EV sharing schemes are more
difficult, also in a cost perspective,
than schemes based on traditional
vehicle platforms

Even in Norway with a high degree of EV and
charging infrastructure penetration, this proves
challenging. The extra cost of investing in and
operating charging infrastructure compared to car
sharing with fossil fuel cars is challenging, and
claims higher revenue streams for the car sharing
companies.

Building owners/real estate
developers, commercial parking
company, and municipality to cover

Related to the learning point above.
The prevailing business case for EV sharing actors
in Norway does not include owning and operating
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costs for installing, owning, and
operating EV charging
infrastructure in Trondheim -
rather than EV sharing company

charging infrastructure. The municipality had to
facilitate setting up a joint venture for the charging
infrastructure. This is despite Norway having one
of the highest EV densities, and may also be an
example for continued transitions to EVs.

Cost coverage for different
elements in a Seamless eMobility
scheme is complex, and there is
not an obvious solution as to who
will take investment ownership, and
operational responsibility

The solution for Trondheim emerged during the
development and planning of the implementation,
it was not obvious and clear in an early phase. This
is a crucial point for the success of
implementation, and needs to be addressed as
early as possible.

Parking companies are important
enablers for car sharing schemes
(PaaS).

Parking companies have access to viable parking
spaces and have agreements with building and
ground owners suitable for both car sharing
schemes, but also other spaces suitable for other,
soft mobility modes. Parking companies have
professional first line services for customers, which
is an important function in such schemes. For
instance TP was a crucial actor for filling the role of
owning and operating parts of the EV charging
infrastructure. The costs of charging infrastructure
is a barrier and possibly obstacle for the success of
EV sharing schemes. Parking companies operating
parking spaces can through agreements with both
ground owners and car sharing actors spread risk
and bake CAPEX and OPEX into the agreements
and financial agreements with car sharing
companies.
There are a large number of possible additional
roles parking companies can take in such schemes.
One additional is worth mentioning. Reasonable
revenue streams for car sharing companies are
highly dependent on the % time when cars are in
use. In certain periods, the customer base for car
sharing is low; e.g. business areas during
evening/nights. Parking company personnel are
often out on duty anyway, and may be used for
moving cars to locations where the customer base
and needs for shared cars are high at certain
times.
For the future, parking companies may play a
highly important and central role in car/EV sharing.
There is a potential for a larger number of
additional products and services here, where the
parking company either can take the role
themselves, or roles where in fact parking
companies are important for commercial success.
We may expect even more strict parking norms in
cities in the future. This calls for more extensive
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use of car sharing, where PaaS products and
services may be important, and important
business cases for the parking companies.

Time on wheels is a crucial factor
for the success and commercial
viability of car sharing schemes,
even more important for EV
sharing schemes

See also above for what role PaaS can have for
increasing time on wheels.
This needs to have focus in planning for and
setting up all car sharing schemes, as it is crucial
for ensuring adequate revenue.

Value of having in-house
competence and experience on car
financing and car sharing schemes
where the city or other public
organisation is in charge of
implementing MaaS schemes

TK has a business advisor as part of the
+CityxChange project group with long experience
from the car financing and leasing business. For
understanding the financial logics, checking
calculations, and be able to communicate with
external actors on the same level

Value of having a mobility brand
with full brand strategy. Mobility
brand owned by TK

An attractive brand for the solution has already
proved important for the communication of the
solution and for the attraction of customers. It is
not common for city administrations to develop
and own brands. For TK the ownership of the
brand, brand strategy, and content, also implies
that TK will own the data coming out of the
scheme. Those data are important for the city for
several reasons, not the least to use such data in
the area, transportation, and mobility planning.
TK is considered to be neutral in this case, which
was important for new mobility providers to be
onboarded. This would have been far more difficult
if for instance one of the mobility providers, or
some other private actor owned the brand. TK can
through this ownership also have a stronger
ownership to further scaling, in alignment with
municipal plans and goals

The municipality or other
local/regional administrative
authority needs to take ownership
to the development and
implementation, and be the main
driver

Mobility providers - at least in the Trondheim case
- do not see it as their responsibility to own and
operate a mobility platform and app that promotes
a variety of mobility companies. They are
concerned with their primary business concept
and solutions. However, one actor has to own and
operate it.
TK has experienced - and has also received direct
positive response from the mobility providers, that
TK is considered an impartial/ neutral and
trustworthy actor as owner of the mobility app and
brand. A public actor has also, in many cases,
responsibility - at least some mandate - to
promote shared, public, and green mobility in the
municipality/county/region. Impartial and
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trustworthy in this context is also related to a
public owner/driver considered to not discriminate
against any mobility provider.
An additional positive outcome of the municipal
ownership in the Trondheim case, is that TK as
owner ensures and even promotes and facilitates
cooperation between different providers
concerning further innovation and development of
i.e. products and services.

The importance of including an
eMaaS scheme in a larger context
and more extensive mobility/MaaS
scheme

High enough value of such a scheme for the actors
involved is reached when - as in the Trondheim
case - when EV sharing and public transportation
(as was the original scheme) is extended into a
more or less full-scale Mobility-as-a-Service/MaaS
scheme with a larger offer of different, green and
shared mobility modes

Formalities and access to data
takes time, and took much more
time than anticipated and planned

Easy to underestimate the time and resource
efforts for this part of the work. In several cases
also NDAs, data treatment agreements, and
collaborative agreements on access to and sharing
of data is of high importance.

Difficult to find both possible and
viable solutions on opportunity
charging of shared EVs based on
external price signals, e.g. charging
when electricity spot prices are low

This was part of the original plan for the scheme in
Trondheim, but is not possible to implement given
a series of barriers.
Opportunity charging is a means of reducing the
costs for EV sharing schemes and could lead to
boosting the business case - which is commercially
not easy as per today. Such an approach could
contribute positively for the local EL distribution
grid as well. However, such a solution claims
detailed knowledge of the use pattern of EVs
together with close to real-time provision of price
signals. The technical and ICT solutions for this
have not been developed and tested.

Dynamic charging regimes/rules
related to use patterns of shared
EVs will benefit both sharing
scheme operator and the local
energy system, but is highly
complex

Through the +CityxChange project logics and
solutions are developed and coded in order to
deploy and operate a highly dynamic EV sharing
solution; dynamic in this case comprising both the
EV charging and discharging side, and the sharing
scheme side. Logics and rules developed are
basically generic. They are customised for the
Trondheim case, and need adaptations when
deployed elsewhere.
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A mobility –  in fact MaaS –  scheme involving EV sharing is complex and cost intensive and
claims a multi-stakeholder approach. The experiences from Trondheim point to facilitation
and governance being extremely important in order to succeed with such schemes, and
that the public sector (could be the municipality as in the Trondheim case, or
county/regional authorities) is a core player in this sense. A more extensive MaaS scheme
claims detailed work and planning, and analyses/mapping of possible local actors and
possible value propositions per actor. There is a definite value - and of high importance for
the success - that the public sector is owning and operating the mobility app.
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7 Scaling and replication

7.1 Scaling and replication in the short term
Substantial scaling on top of the original scope and plan has already occurred. The
expansion of the Trondheim mobility project beyond the EU Grant Agreement through
implementing a far more extensive scheme including a full scale MaaS backend and a range
of additional mobility providers and modes, is a substantial upscaling itself.

The decision on opening for public use a TK city centre carpool of 15 EVs after working
hours and including those on the Mobee app is another substantial upscaling. Both the
model for this and the economic savings potential of sharing municipal fleet vehicles has
huge replication potential. Allowing inhabitants and others to rent the TK EVs after hours
improves the economy for TK. It reduces net costs for the carpool scheme, attracts more
users totally on the cars, and improves the total economy of such schemes since “total time
on wheels” is a successfactor in economic terms (see also lessons learned in Section 6); and
it boosts circularity and sustainability.

Based on positive experiences with the 15 carpool EVs, TK will expand fleet vehicle/carpool
sharing with the public immensely during 2022. In 2022 TK will renew its tender for vehicle
leasing and car administration (3 year contract with option of 1 + 1 years prolongation).
Most TK fleet vehicles are leased, and the fleet comprises approximately 430 person
vehicles and 150 short/long freight cars. A substantial number of those vehicles are battery
electric,  they are localised across the city, and a large number of these locations/hubs are
potentially attractive for other users. TK is not sure at present how many vehicles will be
part of this sharing scheme yet, but it will probably surpass 100 cars - many of them
electric. Included in the tender - and the following contract - the leasing/car administration
must commit to have and operate a solution for sharing between TK and the public. All
those fleet/sharing vehicles will be integrated in the Mobee mobility backend and be
offered over the Mobee app. This will be a huge step forwards in terms of car sharing and
sharing economy for TK.

TK and mobility and official +CityxChange partner AtB (regional public transportation
company) has agreed on a cooperation on car sharing directly related to the tender
mentioned above and the upscaled TK carpool scheme. AtB has strong ambitions on
mobility and shared mobility for the years ahead. AtB will integrate and offer all the new
shared TK vehicles (see above) over their new (2021) app, including extensive promotion of
this. TK and AtB have also agreed on boosting and working together on innovation in this
field, where we use Mobee as an innovation hub and arena for solutions that also can be
deployed on the AtB app and being part of their product and service portfolio in the future.

Zipcar aims at scaling from 7 (to minimum 20 EVs) from 2022 until the end of October
2023.  This includes the following activities:
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● Continue sales initiatives in order to connect and onboard corporate customers to
Zipcar in B2B schemes

● Continue to search for partners that can offer viable locations, parking spaces, and
charging infrastructure. Available charging infrastructure is a crucial input factor,
and may also be taken care of through Trondheim Parking or another company with
ambitions to take positions on this

● Focus on ABG/Zipcar marketing activities and stimulate partners to contributing in
spreading awareness and the opportunities on offering such a service to their
customers/corporate customers

● Market and sales initiatives and activities will reveal both the scaling-up potential at
the prevailing hubs at Brattøra and Sluppen, and clarify additional hubs and parking
locations for set-up of the remaining shared EVs. New hubs for shared EVs will be
located within the +CityxChange Demonstration District of Knowledge Axis, although
the number of hubs and number of shared cars per location need to be analysed
carefully.

Replication of Zipcar EV sharing during 2022 generally and for instance towards our Fellow
Cities is probably a too optimistic scenario, although early outreaches are being done
within the Central Norway sustainability network, comprising 38 municipalities.

FourC has already started market activities on promoting the mobility backend and
solution.

TK sees the utter importance of continuing the collaboration with the mobility backend and
frontend developer and operator FourC. TK has therefore signed two agreements with
FourC:

● An intentional agreement - on how to develop both collaboration, business
development, and ideas further on

● An R&D contract - for concrete further development of the solutions.

7.2 Further development, scaling and replication
The targeted next moves on development, scaling, and replication is related to integrating
payment and booking in the Mobee app. +CityxChange partner IOTA has developed a
standalone microtransaction solution that may be used as described in the +CityxChange
report D2.5 Seamless eMobility system including user interface .22

Having one app providing all the necessary services and operations is highly customer
friendly, and will reduce the need for several apps. The timeplan for such a leap is not yet
set, and depends on a variety of factors, including funding.

The cost efficient, scalable and flexible FourC backend and the opportunities for cities to
adapt the Mobee app to local conditions and needs, may be an enabler for implementation

22 https://cityxchange.eu/knowledge-base/d2-5-seamless-emobility-system-including-user-interface/
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in the +CityxChange fellow cities of Alba Iulia (RO), Pisek (CZ), Sestao (ES), Smolyan (BG), and
Võru (EST).

There is a clear ambition from TK side to both scale and replicate the mobility solution
including Mobee. At least within the project period until the end of 2023 this is natural to be
based on a collaboration between TK, FourC, and Zipcar. Replication to fellow cities is a
target. However, replication in other Norwegian cities and municipalities is part of this
ambition.

7.3 Challenges and obstacles for scaling and replication
There are several challenges and potential obstacles to a short - as well as a longer term -
upscaling in Trondheim:

● The lack of viable locations, spaces, and charging opportunities - at the “correct”
price

● The global microchip deficiency may influence the in-fleeting of new shared vehicles;
the same is applicable to possible lack of vehicles that fits the car sharing hardware

● The pandemic and thereby reduced market for car sharing, as well as the simple
fact that the pandemic, limits the opportunities on performing necessary sales and
promotion work on site in Trondheim

What might stimulate a faster rollout of Zipcar EV sharing and Mobee/platform schemes:
● Success with the prevailing scheme, and not the least “word of mouth” spreading

both within possible B2B and B2C segments
● Public sector measures on and investments in parking spaces with EV charging

infrastructure at viable locations in and around the city centre
● Include additional mobility modes/providers on Mobee with high potential on being

attractive to both corporate customers and the general public
● Continue and strengthen market and promotion work in order to boost category

awareness (shared electric mobility on one single app), and brand awareness, both
concerning Zipcar sharing solution and Mobee
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8 Conclusions
Although being heavily affected and hampered by the pandemic and thus being significantly
delayed, the prevailing Seamless eMobility demonstrator scheme in Trondheim by the time
of launch comprises a full scale MaaS backend, and an app - Mobee - including 12 mobility
providing companies, and 6 different mobility modes (public transportation, car sharing,
electric scooters, city bikes, airport shuttle bus, and taxi). The Mobee app is a brand with
belonging brand strategy, owned by Trondheim municipality, acting as a real-time assistant
displaying available mobility solutions nearby the user. The app may also be considered as
a one-stop-shop or marketplace for shared, green mobility and public transportation. Using
services from the different mobility providers over Mobee still requires moving into the
different providers’ apps/atmosphere for booking, ticketing, and payments.

The obstacles and challenges ABG experienced during planning and set-up of the EV
sharing scheme, led ABG to involve first hand EV sharing company MoveAbout as platform
provider and responsible for the technical platform for ABG Zipcar application; most
recently Norwegian company Fleetstep has taken over as tech and ICT provider. Fleetstep
will ensure car provision  and ensure integration of EV data and APIs to the mobility
backend.

At present Mobee is developed for Android and a web based application (web app) which
can be used on iOS in order to cover the large percentage of iPhone users. The iOS app is
developed, will undergo testing, and be uploaded on Appstore by May 2022.
Mobee includes for now EV sharing (ABG through their car sharing brand Zipcar), all public
transportation in Trøndelag county including city and regional buses, ferries and fast boats
(AtB), el-scooters (Tier, VOI, Zvipp), local/regional/national trains (SJ), Trondheim City Bike (66
stations per 2021 ), Airport Express Bus system (Værnesekspressen), taxi (Trøndertaxi), and
additional car sharing services (Otto, Hyre, MoveAbout). All mobility alternatives are shown
in the app with a resolution relevant to the transport mode. For example, available taxis are
updated every 20 seconds, while public transport buses are updated every third second.

The FourC mobility backend is a highly flexible and scalable mobility platform based on API
integration of mobility providers’ data. Flexible in this context means easy and fast inclusion
of new mobility modes and open to a variety of different APIs; scalable means that new
mobility modes are easily and fastly integrated, making the backend a cost efficient solution
that can easily be adapted to any city, local conditions, and needs.

The Seamless Mobility scheme and solution in Trondheim is strongly scaled up based on
the original plans and commitments. The original plan was built on the FourC backend and
included EV sharing through ABG and public transportation through AtB.
In order to have a more commercially viable and more user attractive scheme, the scope
and solution was substantially upscaled as described above. Important criteria for
Trondheim for the additional mobility providers and modes added:
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● Shared and green mobility focus
● Megatrends in the mobility sector and what is attractive for the public at the time

being - example micro mobility and el-scooters
● MaaS (not a megatrend at the moment, but increasingly interesting, also

commercially)
● Car sharing as an alternative to car ownership
● Cover major parts of the public transport system, thus including trains and airport

express buses (other public transportation including trams and ferries already
covered through partnership with regional administration company for public
transport AtB)

● Bring about a wide variety of modes (example taxi)

The EV sharing scheme implemented serves two important purposes in the +CityxChange
project: Through V2G charging integrate EV batteries with the local PEBs and local flexibility
markets with the EV batteries as both customer and provider of electric flexibility
(energy/capacity/system services), and develop and improve EV sharing business models
based on the extra dimension of selling and buying flexibility.

The full scheme in Trondheim and success of moving this into full operation is, in addition
to the added values of a wide variety of mobility modes and providers, strongly dependent
on a variety of agreements and contracts, positive response and facilitation by the local
building owners R Kjeldsberg and Entra, and the entering of the commercially operated and
municipally owned parking company Trondheim Parking as. TP is exhibiting several
important roles and responsibilities in the Trondheim scheme, including, operating all the
parking spaces for the shared EVs - serving both the local building owners and ABG/Zipcar
EVs, owner and operator of the charging infrastructure, providing professional first line
service concerning the EV chargers and charging, and may move the shared EVs between
different locations/hubs.

Three different charging approaches and schemes are used in the EV sharing solution:
● V2G through the brand new ABB Terra Nova 11 J bidirectional 11 kW DC Mode 4

charger, applied at both Sluppen and Brattøra EV sharing hubs. The integration with
the local PEBs and markets are performed directly via ABB OPTIMAX® DERMS
(Distributed Energy Resource Management System)

● One-way smart chargers at Sluppen: Zaptec 7.4 kW AC with direct ABB
OPTIMAX®integration through Zaptec cloud

● One-way smart chargers at Brattøra: Schneider 7.4 kW AC directly connected to the
local BMS system, where ABB OPTIMAX® communicates with the BMS

Planning for, setting up, and implementing the Seamless eMobility scheme in Trondheim
has already resulted in a series of learning points and experiences, summarised below:

● A multi-stakeholder approach and a variety of core actors onboard is important for
the success of car sharing schemes

● One cannot expect private actors and companies on their own to facilitate, develop,
implement, and operate more full-scale MaaS schemes, and this claims as well solid
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work on governance. The public sector (either the municipality as in the Trondheim
case, or county/regional administrations) is a natural core player in this context

● The public actor is also highly important for analysing and mapping opportunities
and value propositions for the individual players based on local opportunities and
frame conditions

● EV sharing schemes are more difficult, also in a cost perspective, than schemes
based on traditional vehicle platforms

● Cost coverage for different elements in a Seamless eMobility scheme is complex,
and there is not an obvious solution as to who will take investment ownership, and
operational responsibility

● Parking companies are important enablers for car sharing schemes (PaaS)
● Time on wheels is a crucial factor for the success and commercial viability of car

sharing schemes, and even more important for EV sharing schemes than schemes
based on fossil-fuel cars. This is due to charging infrastructure costs and who to
take responsibility for these costs as well as responsibility for operation, first line
service, and service and maintenance

● Value of having a mobility brand with full brand strategy. Mobility brand owned by
TK

For now the major upscaling is inclusion of additional car sharing companies Hyre and Otto,
and opening up the TK car pool of 15 EVs to the public; all offered over the Mobee app. TK
is one of the first municipalities in Norway to offer its own fleet of municipal cars - usually
used for meetings, inspections, sampling, etc - to the public. This is important for TK in
terms of providing additional services to the public - using Mobee - in addition to increasing
the revenue for municipal car pools by increasing the time on wheels for those cars.
Development of the iOS Mobee app is in progress, and is an important scaling of the
solution.

Plans for future scaling and replication are for now focused on including payments and
booking of mobility through the Mobee app. In the first phase this will include a smaller
number of mobility providers products and services, and then scale further. TK and  FourC
will within the project period until the end of 2023 collaborate on developing the
backend/frontend further and possibly add more mobility modes. TK, FourC and
Zipcar/ABG will collaborate further –  also during the +CityxChange project –  to replicate
the full solution to other Norwegian municipalities/cities.

Change of tech provider for the Zipcar vehicles late in the implementation phase of the
co-project means that substantial EV ICT integration had to be repeated, based on the new
provider’s solutions and software. This involves additional work both for FourC concerning
backend integration of vehicles, and system integration with ABB OPTIMAX®.

Remaining work up till end of 2023 in order to fulfil goals and commitments within the
+CityxChange project includes scaling from 7 shared EVs to 20, fully integrate shared EV
batteries in the PEBs and local energy/flexibility markets, and deploy the booking and
payment module of the Mobee app.
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Annex

Seamless eMobility related KPIs
Table A.1. Project KPIs where Seamless eMobility will contribute to obtained impacts.

KPI
no.

KPI Contribution

4 Number of new PEB/PED enabling
prototypes

The V2G integration and how/to what extent
selling/buying energy/flexibility influences the
business case of EV sharing

8 Tonnes of CO2eq emission reductions
per year

Main parts of the total emission reductions
are expected from the mobility case

9 Tonnes of NOx emission reductions
per year

Main parts of the total emission reductions
are expected from the mobility case

10 % of total renewable energy source
self-supply

Local self-supply is expected to increase as a
consequence of EV batteries energy/ flexibility
to the PEBs

11 Increase in new renewable energy
system integration

The EV batteries are considered contributors
to/actors in the local renewable energy system

12 % district level production vs. total
energy consumption

Energy, flexibility, and capacity feeded into the
local markets and PEBs are defined and
considered as production

18 % of the total installed distributed
energy resource capacity traded

The EV batteries will contribute to the trade in
the local markets as both a buyer and seller of
energy/flexibility/capacity

19 % of peak load reduction (<30 hours) Selling of capacity from the EV batteries will
contribute, although not much, especially
when sold in hours with high capacity outtakes
and when/where local distribution grid
bottlenecks occur

21 % modal shift from fossil-fuel vehicles
to eMobility-as-a-Service

On a longer term, the ambition is to move
35% of the short (<50 km) car travels to
eMaaS, public transportation, bikes, and
el-scooters

23 Value of total new investments
triggered by the project

Shared EVs, necessary charging infrastructure
and ICT systems are provided as in-kind
contributions from the partners, and
contribute to the value of project related
investments

24 % reduction in simple payback periods We expect that testing out new ways of
operating eMaaS schemes themselves
through the project, and especially the
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contribution from trading energy in the local
markets will contribute to reducing the
payback time for necessary investments. It is
not possible to quantify the impact on
payback time in this case until after a longer
period of operational and market experience

25 Annual return of investment of 10% Referring to KPI 24 above, the energy
dimension of the eMaaS scheme is expected
to contribute to increased ROI on average for
all interventions. It is not possible to quantify
the impact on ROI in this case until after a
longer period of operational and market
experience

26 Number of new jobs created New jobs will be created as a consequence of
an operational Seamless eMobility scheme

32 Number of organisations with new
sustainable energy approaches

The EV sharing company Zipcar (ABG) will
through V2G integration with the local markets
develop and adapt sustainable energy
approaches
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